
Early days of  e+ e- event 
generators  – a personal account  

Motivation:
Staszek Jadach got interested in electron-

positron event generators Nov. 1980, after 
reading the first preprint and code on this 
topic.

His first paper on the subject was submitted 
early 1982 and his contributions did not 
stop since then. 

Frits Berends, Cracow, 5 January 2008



Questions:

What existed before Staszek ?   Or,
How arose the idea of event generators 

including radiative corrections?

Development in two steps:

1.Radiative Corrections (RC) beyond soft photons, i.e. 
with hard photons, with prescribed cuts on energy 
and collinearity of the two produced particles

2. RC with arbitrary cuts on the produced particles



General Context

We are now used to a sequence of events:

1.General physics motivation, leading to
2.Construction of colliders and experiments, 

leading to
3.New (practical) physics questions
4.Answered by working groups, yellow 

books, etc.



Situation around 1970

Less organized, smaller projects, various e+ e-
colliders with max. beam energy  ~3.5 GeV
under construction:

CEA (Mass.)                      BYPASS
Novosibirsk                        VEPP III
DESY                                 DORIS
SLAC                                 SPEAR



Main physics motivation: higher energy

Example of a one-man study group:
Alan Litke, PhD student at CEA and Harvard

He studied the literature what could possibly 
be found with an e+ e- collider. Thesis title:

“Experiments with electron-positron 
colliding beams” , 1970
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Example of a practical physics 
question

If the intermediate vector boson W would have a 
mass of 3 GeV, it could be made at these 
colliders:   e+ e- � W e  ν ,since

a Russian paper predicts a cross section of
10 mb for beam energy 3.5 GeV, Mw = 3GeV 

However calculation not gauge invariant, real 
value  0.1 nb (G. West +B., 1969)

For LEP2 this problem was rediscovered in 1995



Other practical question ~ 1970

What will be the QED RC for QED collision tests? 

dσ/dΏ= dσ/dΏ(Born)[1+δ(virtual)+δ(soft)+δ(hard)]

δ(virtual)+δ(soft) known for Bhabha, 2 γ annihilation, but 
in 1970 not yet for mupairs: box diagrams not exact

δ(hard),unknown,needed for few % accurate exp’ts

δ(hard) photon integration over a phase space fixed by 
energy and colinearity cuts of final state particles 
Project started at the CEA in 1970 by Gastmans, B.



Ingredients in the seventies

1.

2.

3.

4. 

δ(virtual), QED

δ(soft)

Radiative cross section: Born cross section +γ

Integration over prescribed phase space



New physics motivation for RC in 
the seventies

Z changes Born cross section in mupair
production: forward-backward asymmetry

QED RC do the same, so RC very relevant

New colliders will test this:
PETRA starts in 1978, PEP IN 1981



Experimental preference for RC 
with arbitrary cuts

Solution: QED event generators 

1.Generate Born cross section with δ(virtual)
+δ(soft) included

2.Generate hard photon radiative process 
3. Take care of the correct ratio between

cross sections 1 and 2 



Ingredients end seventies

1.

2.

3.

4. 

δ(virtual), QED

δ(soft)

Radiative cross section: Born cross section +γ

No specific integration, but generation of weight one events



Response to the generators

Since they were made at DESY (Kleiss+B.), 
DESY experimenters soon used them at 
PETRA

At PEP a bit later (~1981), in particular after 
the mysterious discovery of an excited 
muon, which decayed into a muon and a γ
and which was not found at PETRA 



Thesis 
June 1982

Invariant µγ
mass plot 
PETRA



Quick response to the generators by 
Staszek Jadach

Staszek wrote a letter to the authors, 
half a year after the publication of the 
preprint on RC with a  µ µ (γ) event 
generator



His first letter 
17 nov 1980,
soon followed 
by others….-----------
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Etc, at the end of the letter a very practical travel problem:



Joint effort 
for the 1st 

LEP 1 
generator

Papers
inspite of

martial law

Deformation
of resonance:
Peak suppression 
and tail
Fast generator



Paper marks the start of a Jadach group of scientists, another talk



80’s: making better ingredients for 
LEP

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. 

δ(virtual), QED � δ(virtual, but electroweak)
δ(virtual), QED � virtual QED one order in α higher

relevant for line shape and tail Z
δ(soft)

Radiative cross section: Born cross section + γ�
Doubly radiative cross section: Born + 2 γ

No specific integration, but generation of weight one events

Generators for ee � 4 leptons, spinorial calculation

YFS method for event generators: Jadach and Ward



Time to celebrate Staszek’s 60th birthday   (Jan Steen, Leiden, 1665)


